| PROGRAM ID | REVIEW 2021FA | PROGRAM | PROGRAM_TITLE | 2A FTES /FTEF RATIO 3YR_AVG >= 16.52 | 2B CLASS SIZE 3YR_AVG >= 19.5 | ENROLLMENT CAPACITY (AVG = 72.0%) | 3A - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM (>=60%) | 3B - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3C - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3D - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3E - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3F - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3G - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3H - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3I - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3J - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3K - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 3L - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%) | 4A - AVERAGE NUMBER OF AWARDS (>=10 over 3 years) | 4B - TIME TO COMPLETION (<=3.9) | 4C - UNITS TO COMPLETION (<= 85) |
|-----------|---------------|---------|---------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------------|------------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| AS.CICS   | 1             | CISC    | Computer Science and Info Systems-Computer Science Option | 17.46                             | 24.89                          | 87.9%                            | 55%                               | 47%                              | 29                               | 3.8                              | 82.8                             | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AS.CMA    | 2             | CMA     | Construction Management and Architecture                  | 11.73                             | 12.35                          | 38.8%                            | 55%                               | 33%                              | 4                                | 4.8                              | 77.6                             | REVIEW                           | NOT_REQUIRED                     | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AS.DWMD   | 1             | DWMD    | CSIS - Digital Web & Mobile Development                   | 16.55                             | 27.64                          | 81.3%                            | 98%                               | 62%                              | 0                                | 0.0                              | 0.0                              | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AS.MFGT   | 2             | MFGT    | Manufacturing Technology                                  | 11.68                             | 8.14                           | 36.5%                            | 88%                               | 33%                              | 1                                | 8.8                              | 173                              | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AS.PCN    | 1             | PCN     | Computer Science Info Systems-Network & Security Option   | 13.91                             | 19.57                          | 57.1%                            | 53%                               | 35%                              | 1                                | 10.4                             | 121.7                            | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AS.WLD    | 3             | WLD     | Welding Technology                                        | 13.08                             | 11.85                          | 51.5%                            | 58%                               | 32%                              | 3                                | 5.9                              | 90                               | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| AST.CS    | 1             | CS      | Computer Science for Transfer (AS-T)                     | 18.09                             | 24.77                          | 79.1%                            | 97%                               | 66%                              | 3                                | 2.8                              | 90.5                             | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           | REVIEW                           |
| CT.CISC   | 1             | CISC    | Computer Science and Info Systems-Computer Science Option | 17.46                             | 24.89                          | 87.9%                            | 62%                               | 36%                              | 4                                | 4.1                              | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     |
| CT.MD     | 1             | MD      | CSIS-Mobile Development Option                           | 16.55                             | 27.64                          | 81.3%                            | 0%                                | 0%                               | 0                                | 3.9                              | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     |
| CT.PCN    | 1             | PCN     | Computer Science and Info Systems-Network & Security Option | 13.71                             | 19.46                          | 57.3%                            | 70%                               | 42%                              | 1                                | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     |
| CT.WD     | 1             | WD      | CSIS-Web Development Option                              | 16.55                             | 27.64                          | 81.3%                            | 76%                               | 63%                              | 0                                | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     |
| CT.WLD    | 3             | WLD     | Welding Technology                                        | 13.07                             | 11.62                          | 50.3%                            | 61%                               | 24%                              | 4                                | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     | NOT_REQUIRED                     |

### Indicators

**INDICATOR 2**
- **2A FTES /FTEF RATIO 3YR_AVG >= 16.52**
- **2B CLASS SIZE 3YR_AVG >= 19.5**
- **ENROLLMENT CAPACITY (AVG = 72.0%)**

**INDICATOR 3**
- **3A - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM (>=60%)**
- **3B - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3C - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3D - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3E - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3F - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3G - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3H - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3I - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3J - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3K - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**
- **3L - PERSISTENCE IN PROGRAM, Who took at least one course in the period (>= 40%)**

**INDICATOR 4**
- **4A - AVERAGE NUMBER OF AWARDS (>=10 over 3 years)**
- **4B - TIME TO COMPLETION (<=3.9)**
- **4C - UNITS TO COMPLETION (<= 85)**

---

**2017-18AY, 2018-19AY & 2019-20AY (Used as basis for this template)**
- **16.43**
- **20.28**
- **72%**
- **>=60%**
- **>=40%**
- **>=10**
- **4.1 Years**
- **<= 92 Units**

**2018-19AY, 2019-20AY & 2020-21AY**
- **16.52**
- **19.51**
- **72%**
- **>=60%**
- **>=40%**
- **>=10**
- **3.9 Years**
- **<= 92 Units**